
 

 

Hollywood star proclaims the leading role of Irish 
language literature 

Internationally-renowned actor Ciarán Hinds, today 20 October announced the shortlist for this 
year’s Irish Language Book of the Year awards at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. 
 
Leabhar na Bliana celebrates the quality of the writing and also the high production values of 
books by Irish language publishers.  
 
 
“I think it is brilliant that I can tell people wherever I might be that Irish is amongst the world’s 

languages which can boast first class reading material for people of all ages to enjoy,” said Ciarán 

 
WHAT IS LEABHAR NA BLIANA 
There are two categories in the Leabhar na Bliana competiton  -  Gradam Uí Shúilleabháin, the 
Adult Book of the Year and Gradam Réics Carló, the Young People’s Book of the Year.  
 
 Following keen competition, ten books in total were shortlisted for this year’s awards. Leabhar na 
Bliana is funded by Foras na Gaeilge and administered by Oireachtas na Gaeilge. 
 
Gradam Uí Shúilleabháin offers a prize of €4,000 for the publisher and €3,000 for the author while 
Gradam Réics Carló has a prize fund of €4,000 for the publisher, €1,500 for the author and €1,500 
for the artist/illustrator. 
 

The standard of design, illustration, subject range and storytelling, is excellent” according to Liam 

Ó Maolaodha, Director of Oireachtas na Gaeilge. “I congratulate all of this year’s entries and wish 
them well, in the final stage of the competition.”  
 
GRADAM UÍ SHÚILLEABHÁIN 

The books on the shortlist for Gradam Uí Shúilleabháin:Cló Iar-Chonnacht,has two books on the 

list,Anamlón Bliana, edited by Tadhg Ó Dúshláine, gives us a fascinating insight into the tortured 
mind  of poet Seán Ó Riordáin through the diaries he kept from 1940 until his death in 1977 and 
Seal san Aetóip  by Frank Reidy which recounts the ex-Irish Army officer’s  journey to Ethiopia in 
search of  the Arc of the Covenant. Conamara based publisher, Futa Fata published Brenda Ní 
Shúilleabháin’s book Aneas. This bilingual book is accompanied by stunning photographs by 
Frenchman, Lanka Haouche Perren. 
 
Cois Life published Sciorrann an tAm, Orna Ní Choileáin’s collection of short stories.  

Éilís Ní Thiarnaigh is the author of Ár Naomhoidhreacht published by Foilseacháin Ábhair 

Spioradálta. The book is a collection of prayers that show how our ancestors developed their 
relationship with Our Lord. 
 
GRADAM RÉICS CARLÓ 
 
Five publishers have a book each on the shortlist with author Áine Ní Ghlinn scoring two 
nominations in this category.   

 
Her first nomination with publisher LeabhairCOMHAR, recounts the oft-heard Nílim ag iarraidh dul 
ar Scoil (I don’t want to go to school!) whether it’s a tummy ache or a headache or a cold. Any 
excuse will do! and they are beautifully illustrated by Carol Betera. 



 

 

 
Áine’s second book tells of a chance meeting on a train between a boy on the run from his parents 
and an old man on the run from his children. The book, Daideo, is publisher Cois Life’s second 

offering on this year’s shortlists and, as an added bonus, an audio version of the book is also 

available on the publisher’s website free of charge. 
 
Previous award winners, An tSnáthaid Mhór are shortlisted with their offering POP!. POP! tells the 
story of Rua and her friends, Bear and Armadillo, who begin to recall the traumatic events that 
unfolded the last time they used the very powerful Space Gum! This book is written by Caitríona 
Nic Sheáin and illustrated by Andrew Whitson. 
 
Róbó-Mhadra, written by Máire Ní Ghallchobhair and with illustrations  by Peter Donnelly, is a 
detective story featuring Jeaic, his dog Lúlú and a robot on the scent of a robber who has been 
seen in the area.  
Róbó-Mhadra, part of the Jeaic and Lúlú series of books, is published by Leabhar Breac   
 
Uinseann Donn by multi-talented, singer/writer/ publisher Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin is about a very 
grumpy bear who can’t stand the birds singing until one day he hears a sound that changes his 
mind … This book is illustrated by Írisz Agócs and published by Futa Fata.  
 
“An Irish proverb tells us, ‘the life of a language is speaking it and the written word perpetuates it,’” 
said Ferdie Mac an Fhailigh, CEO of Foras na Gaeilge as he congratulated the publishers and all 
those involved in creating the wonderful books on this year’s Leabhar na Bliana shortlist. 
“The quality of the shortlisted books will ensure the future of the Irish reading public  whether for 
education or entertainment purposes.”     
 
The winners of Gradam Uí Shúilleabháin and Gradam Réics Carló will be announced at a special 
ceremony in Belfast on 12 November 2014 at the award winning Irish Language Arts venue, 
Cultúrlann McAdam Ó Fiaich. 
 
For further information, contact Seán Mistéil, MKA 
Tel: 028 9033 2376    Email: sm@mitchellkane.co.uk 
 


